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Like a medical house of cards in an earthquake, the seasonal flu vaccine mythology is collapsing right before our eyes. After months of urging everyone to get vaccinated (and blaming non-vaccinated people for skipping out on their "public health obligation"), UK health authorities announced last week that "healthy people" were to blame for causing a vaccine shortage that they claim now threatens the lives of sick children.

As part of this ruse, they even suggested that pharmacies should be banned from selling flu vaccines to healthy people, explaining that healthy people didn't really need them anyway.

So much for the big flu vaccine delusion that "everybody needs a vaccine." As UK health authorities are now blatantly admitting, that was all just a fairy tale that crumpled the instant they ran out of excess vaccine inventory.

Now, what we really know about the vaccine industry is that the marketing motto goes something like this: When vaccines are in short supply, only sell them to people who need them. When vaccines are in abundant supply, sell them to people who don't need them.

Doctors order a halt to flu vaccines for children

The seasonal flu vaccine delusion looks even more ridiculous in light of the new marching orders from UK health authorities who, just three days ago, announced that seasonal flu mass vaccination programs for children should be halted.

The decision comes from the North West Strategic Health Authority (SHA), which reversed its decision to "vaccinate all children" announced two weeks ago. That original decision to vaccinate all children was derived from vaccine-propaganda "research" published in The Lancet - - the same medical journal that pushes an aggressive vaccine agenda while simultaneously pursuing a modern-day witch hunt against Dr Andrew Wakefield, the researcher who demonstrated a correlation between vaccines and autism.
Many parents, who have been indoctrinated by the UK press into believing the quack science behind seasonal flu vaccines, are now freaking out and wondering how they're going to "protect" their children from the flu. The thought of feeding their children good nutrition, vitamin D supplements and organic fresh food never occurred to them, apparently. In an age where medicinal food is outlawed while interventionist vaccines are pushed as "medicine," a surprisingly large number of adults remain utterly ignorant of how to protect the health of their children without turning to pharmaceuticals.

**Mass vaccinations don't work well, even according to vaccine proponents**

While all this is going on, a new theoretical approach to stopping the spread of seasonal flu has emerged from the field of *quantum physics*, where three physicists from Michigan State University and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem devised a new vaccination approach that accelerates the "natural extinction" of the virus through what they call "selective vaccination."

They found that the practice of *mass vaccination* is scientifically unnecessary (and that's even if you believe that seasonal flu vaccines work at all). Their work is based on the established *scientific fact* that every strain of influenza *becomes extinct on its own, even if nobody is vaccinated*. Their targeted vaccine approach models the timing of vaccines after seasonal variations in infections while also taking into account the relative vulnerability factors among different groups (children, adults, seniors, etc.).

Professor Baruch Meerson explains that vaccinating *just a few percent of the vulnerable population* is all that's required to significantly shorten the natural "burn out" time of an infectious flu. You can find more details on this paper at: [http://www.huji.ac.il/cgi-bin/dovru...](http://www.huji.ac.il/cgi-bin/dovru...)

The upshot of this research is that *mathematical modeling shows that mass vaccination programs are wasteful, expensive and ineffective.*
People who receive vaccines die from the flu anyway

Perhaps the most obvious example of the shattered illusions of the flu vaccine fairy tale is the fact that people who get flu vaccines still die from the flu.

Case in point: A UK grandmother who received a flu vaccine several months ago died last week from the flu (http://www.naturalnews.com/031010_s...).

She was 68 years old and her doctor said that she would be protected from the flu by the flu shot. But she was lied to because it turns out that flu vaccines don't offer 100% protection against the flu. In fact, they don't offer 50% protection... nor even 10% protection.

Statistically speaking, for every 100 people who get a flu shot, 99 people demonstrate no benefit whatsoever (http://www.naturalnews.com/029641_v...).

In addition, there's the issue of the re-infection rate of those who are vaccinated: How many people who catch the flu are already vaccinated against it? The flu vaccine industry won't say. They don't want people to know the astonishing truth that most people who catch the flu are the very same people who have been vaccinated against the flu!

Food supplements work better to prevent flu and cold symptoms

Even while the mythology behind seasonal flu vaccines is crumbling, new evidence is emerging that food-based nutritional supplements really work to prevent flu infections.

An 8-month, 500-person study carried out by the Institute of Social Medicine, Epidemiology and Health Economics reveals that Juice Plus+ supplements resulted in a 20 percent decrease in moderate and severe cold symptoms in test subjects.
This study has now been published in the *British Journal of Nutrition* and was based on a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study. (*Juice Plus Research*) Juice Plus+ supplements, by the way, are also loaded with literally thousands of phytonutrients (plant-based medicines) that support human health in a multitude of ways. These nutrients help protect the human body from heart disease, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure, depression, liver disorders and even Alzheimer's disease. Although I'm not personally involved in the Juice Plus company, I do support their product line and hope to report more about Juice Plus in the future. [www.StayFitWithJuicePlus.com](http://www.StayFitWithJuicePlus.com)

**The collapse of the vaccine delusion is accelerating**

I wouldn't have predicted this a year ago, but it's now clear that the seasonal flu vaccine delusion is collapsing more quickly than ever. This is probably the reason the vaccine industry now appears so frantically desperate to destroy the careers of any doctors or scientists who question conventional vaccine dogma. The recent series of outrageous attacks on Dr Andrew Wakefield -- by an industry that is itself steeped in corruption and fraud -- is perhaps the most relevant example.

Medical journals are actually rewriting history to remove any studies that document the harm caused by vaccines. (This is, of course, classic Orwellian maneuvering via the Ministry of Truth.) The mass media, which of course is funded in large part by the pharmaceutical industry, is going along with the demonization of vaccine opponents, further spreading the quackery and subterfuge that defines the modern-day vaccine industry.

But even their most desperate attempts to deny scientific reality will ultimately fail, and I predict the vaccine industry as we know it today will ultimately be revealed as the greatest medical fraud ever perpetrated on the human race. Before long, seasonal flu vaccine pushers will rightly be labeled "quacks" are derided as unintelligent, non-scientific lapdogs of the vaccine industry.

How will all this unfold? The most likely scenario involves a deadly, fast-spreading viral pandemic that turns out to be especially deadly only to those who have been vaccinated.
(Vaccines actually weaken the immune response to future epidemics.)

After tens of millions of people die across the planet, the truth will become clear: Vaccines actually **create the perfect storm of long-term vulnerabilities** for a global pandemic wipe-out of the human population.

But perhaps that's the whole point to begin with. Vaccines are remarkably effective as population control medications. As Bill Gates famously said, "The world today has 6.8 billion people... that's headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent."  

Don't believe it? Watch the video yourself right here: 

Seasonal flu vaccines do serve a purpose, it seems. It's just not the purpose we've all been led to believe.

(Click Here to Learn More)
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